Abstract-The capabilities of (I) learning transferable knowledge across domains; and (II) fine-tuning the pre-learned base knowledge towards tasks with considerably smaller data scale are extremely important. Many of the existing transfer learning techniques are supervised approaches, among which deep learning has the demonstrated power of learning domain transferrable knowledge with large scale network trained on massive amounts of labeled data. However, in many biomedical tasks, both the data and the corresponding label can be very limited, where the unsupervised transfer learning capability is urgently needed. In this paper, we proposed a novel multi-scale convolutional sparse coding (MSCSC) method, that (I) automatically learns filter banks at different scales in a joint fashion with enforced scale-specificity of learned patterns; and (II) provides an unsupervised solution for learning transferable base knowledge and fine-tuning it towards target tasks. Extensive experimental evaluation of MSCSC demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed MSCSC in both regular and transfer learning tasks in various biomedical domains.
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INTRODUCTION
R ECENT neuroscience findings [1] , [2] have identified the complex hierarchy in the neocortex for the representation of observations. Motivated by these findings, one branch of the machine learning community has attempted to build information representations, through computational modules, which share similar properties with those in the neocortex. For the past decade, deep learning has gained momentum as a result of its demonstrated capability of improved performance for various automation tasks and its potential for future research. Among different deep learning approaches, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] and Deep Belief Networks (DBNs) [8] , [9] are the most well-established techniques.
Along with the development of modern deep neural networks, one curious phenomenon exhibits that, regardless of natural image dataset or even training objectives [9] , [10] , [11] , the first layer of the deep neural network always captures standard features that resemble either Gabor filters or color blobs. The common appearance of filters learned from the first few layers provides the domain adaptive/transferrable base knowledge, which can serve as the basis for transfer learning [12] , [13] , [14] . During transfer learning with deep neural networks, a base deep neural network is first trained on a base dataset and task, and the learned knowledge (e.g., features, representation) is then transferred to a target network to be trained on a target dataset and task. Typically, the first n layers of the target deep neural network is initialized as the first n layers of the base deep neural network; while with the remaining layers randomly initialized and trained towards the target dataset and task. Depending on the size of the target dataset and the size of the network (i.e., the number of parameters), the first n layers of the target deep neural network can either be frozen (i.e., remain unchanged during training on the new task), or be fine-tuned based on backpropagation strategy towards the new task, which is a balance between specificity and generality of derived knowledge. Although deep neural networks have been successfully applied in various biomedical tasks, the training of such large scale networks typically requires massive amounts of labeled data, which can be very limited in many biomedical tasks.
In this paper, we proposed a novel method, namely Multi-Scale Convolutional Sparse Coding (MSCSC), which automatically learns filter banks at different scales in a joint fashion with enforced scale-specificity, and therefore not only improves the classification performance on many biomedical tasks, but also provides an unsupervised solution for transfer learning.
The rest of this paper is organization as follows: Section 2 briefly reviews related studies. Section 3 describes the details of proposed MSCSC model. Sections 4 and 5 elaborate the experimental design, followed by detailed discussion on the evaluation results. Lastly, Section 6 concludes the paper.
RELATED WORK
In recent years, convolutional sparse coding has received increasing research interest in computer vision and machine learning communities [15] , [16] , [17] , [18] , [19] , [20] , due mainly to its capability of learning shift-invariant filters with complex patterns.
Meanwhile, in the field of transfer learning via deep neural networks, recent studies [21] , [22] , [23] have shown that, given a target dataset which is significantly smaller than the base one, transfer learning can be a powerful tool to enable training a large target network to obtain state-of-the-art results in various tasks without over-fitting, which suggests that the first few layers of a deep neural network, trained on a large scale base dataset, can capture domain adaptive/ transferable knowledge, which is fairly general at least in the natural image domain. Although deep neural networks have been successfully applied in various biomedical tasks, the training of such large scale networks typically requires massive amounts of labeled data, which can be very limited in many biomedical tasks.
MULTI-SCALE CONVOLUTIONAL SPARSE CODING
In this section, we describe the proposed multi-scale convolutional sparse coding model. Without the loss of generality, we demonstrate MSCSC with 2D images as input.
be the 2D multi-scale convolutional filter bank with S different scales, and K filters per scale, where each d s;k is an h s Â h s convolutional kernel.
as the set of sparse feature maps, where
s¼1;k¼1 consists of S Â K feature maps for the reconstruction of image x i . MSCSC aims to decompose each training image x i as the sum of a series of sparse feature maps z i s;k 2 Z i convolved with kernels d s;k from the filter bank D, by solving the following objective function
where the first and the second term represent the reconstruction error and the ' 1 -norm penalty, respectively; a is a regularization parameter; Ã is the 2D discrete convolution operator; and the filters are constrained to have unit energy to avoid trivial solutions. The construction of D is a balance between the reconstruction error and the ' 1 -norm penalty.
Note that the objective of Eq. (1) is not jointly convex with respect to D and Z, but is convex with respect to either one of them with the other fixed [24] . We thus solve Eq. (1) by optimizing D and Z in an alternative fashion, i.e., iteratively performing the two steps that first compute Z and then updating D. Specifically, we use the Iterative Shrinkage Thresholding Algorithm (ISTA) to solve for the sparse feature maps Z; and use the stochastic gradient descent [15] for updating the convolutional dictionary D. Alternative methods for updating the dictionary can be found in [16] , [17] , [20] , and the proposed optimization procedure is sketched in Algorithm 1. It is clear that the proposed optimization procedure utilizes the standard ISTA strategy with indices over the different scales.
Algorithm 1. MSCSC Algorithm
Normalize each kernel in D to unit energy 5:
Fixing D, compute sparse feature maps Z i by solving 
EVALUATION OF MSCSC ON REGULAR CLASSIFICATION TASKS
This section provides experimental evaluation of MSCSC on tissue histology classification and the classification of breast cancer subtypes, followed by detailed discussion on the experimental results.
Evaluation of MSCSC on Tissue Histology Classification
In this section, we present detailed experimental design and evaluation of MSCSC on the task of tissue histology classification. The corresponding classification pipeline, namely Multi-Scale-CSCSPM, was built upon MSCSC and SPM, and applied on two distinct tumor datasets, curated from The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA), namely (i) Glioblastoma Multiforme (GBM) and (ii) Kidney Renal Clear Cell Carcinoma (KIRC), which are publicly available from the National Institute of Health (NIH) repository.
Multi-Scale Multi-Spectral Feature Extraction for Tissue Histology Classification
As suggested in [25] , different spectra of biomedical images usually capture distinct targets of interests, and applying CSC to each spectrum separately enables learning of biological-component-specific feature detectors, which helps improve the classification performance. Therefore, we adopt the same configuration as in [25] , and apply the proposed MSCSC to two separate spectra produced through color decomposition [26] , which characterize the nuclear chromatin and the extracellular matrix, respectively. Without the loss of generality, we assume that the number of filters for each spectrum (channel) is K per scale, the number of scales is S, and the number of spectra (channels) is W after decomposition; the 2D feature map y The architecture for multi-scale multi-spectral tissue histology feature extraction is illustrated in Fig. 2 , which consists steps as follows, 1) Color decomposition (CoD). An input image is first decomposed and divided into two separate spectrum [26] , corresponding to the nuclear chromatin and the extracellular matrix, respectively. 2) Multi-scale convolution. Each decomposed spectra is convolved with spectrum-specific multi-scale filters learnt via MSCSC. 3) Element-wise absolute value rectification (Abs). The Abs layer computes absolute value element-wisely in each feature map, y s¼1;k¼1 , in each spectrum (w), by performing local subtractive and divisive operations [18] , [27] . 5) Max-pooling (MP). The MP layer partitions each feature map into non-overlapping windows and extracts the maximum response from each of the pooling window. It allows local invariance to translation [27] . 6) Concatenation of features from each spectrum to form the multi-scale multi-spectral tissue features. After extraction, the multi-scale multi-spectral tissue features, with dimensionality SKW , are fed into SPM framework for summarization and classification as described in the following section.
Feature Summarization via SPM
We adopt SPM to construct tissue morphometric context [25] , [28] , [29] , [30] , [31] as the final representation for Comparison of multi-scale filters learnt via MSCSC and CSC from (a) GBM dataset, where each tissue image is decomposed into two spectra (channels) corresponding to nuclei and extracellular matrix (ECM) for filter learning; and (b) A synthetic image, consisting of four distinct binarized shapes ($, , ,~) at two different scales (13 Â 13 and 27 Â 27). It is clear that, through joint learning via MSCSC, the filters at smaller scale (i.e., 13 Â 13) mainly captures lower-level features/small objects (e.g., edges in GBM dataset and small shapes in synthetic image), while the filters at larger scale (i.e., 27 Â 27) are more responsible for higher-level features/large objects (e.g., complex pattern in ECM of GBM dataset and large shapes in synthetic image). However, filters learnt separately per scale via CSC do not have such scale-specificity, and present a mixture of low-/ high-level features at both scales, which might lead to feature redundancy across scales. It is also worth to mention that, for GBM dataset, the difference in scale-specificity becomes more distinct for filters learnt from ECM, since compared with nuclear chromatin, ECM sees much more complex patterns, which CSC fails to capture.
SKW ÂT be the feature set of T feature vectors with dimension SKW . The final representation of the tissue image is constructed as follows,
with P tissue morphometric types, by solving
where C ¼ ½c 1 ; . . . ; c T 2 R P ÂT is a set of codes for reconstructing V, cardinality constraint cardðc i Þ enforces c i to have only one nonzero element, c i # 0 is a non-negative constraint on all vector elements. Eq. (2) is optimized by alternating between the two variables. After training, the query signal set V is encoded via Vector Quantization (VQ) based on dictionary B, i.e., assigning each v i to its closest tissue morphometric type in B.
2) Construct the spatial histogram for SPM [32] . This is done by dividing an image into increasingly finer subregions and computing local histograms of different tissue morphometric types falling into each of the subregions. The spatial histogram, H, is then formed by concatenating the appropriately weighted histograms of tissue morphometric types at all resolutions, i.e.,
where ðÁÞ is the vector concatenation operator, l 2 f0; . . . ; Lg is the resolution level of the image pyramid, and H l represents the concatenation of histograms for all image subregions at pyramid level l. Note, the formulation of spatial histogram, H, is derived from the work in [32] , and please refer to Eqs. (1) and (4) in [32] for details. For the final classification, the spatial histograms are transformed via homogeneous kernel map [33] for improved scalability with the adoption of linear SVM [34] .
Experimental Setup
We have compared the proposed approach with six other approaches on both GBM and KIRC datasets. Implementation details of all approaches are summarized in Table 1 . On the implementation of nonlinear kernel SPM , we used the standard K-means clustering for constructing the dictionary and set the level of pyramid to be 3. During evaluation, We repeated all experiments 10 times with random splits of training and test set, and reported the final results as the mean and standard deviation of the classification rates on the following two distinct tumor types: 1) GBM Dataset. It contains 3 classes: Tumor, Necrosis, and Transition to Necrosis, which were curated from whole slide images (WSI) scanned with a 20X objective (0.502 micron/pixel). Examples can be found in Fig. 3 . The number of images per category are 628, 428 and 324, respectively. Most images are 1; 000 Â 1; 000 pixels. In this experiment, we trained on 80 and 160 images per category and tested on the remaining images, with three different dictionary sizes: 256, 512 and 1,024. Detailed comparisons are shown in Table 2 . 2) KIRC Dataset. It contains 3 classes: Tumor, Normal, and Stromal, which were curated WSI scanned with a 40X objective (0.252 micron/pixel). Examples can be found in Fig. 3 . The number of images per category are 568, 796 and 784, respectively. Most images are 1; 000 Â 1; 000 pixels. In this experiment, we trained on 140 and 280 images per category and tested on the remaining images, with three different dictionary sizes: 256, 512 and 1,024. Detailed comparisons are shown in Table 3 .
Discussion
1) Joint learning (MSCSC) versus Separate learning (CSC) for the construction of multi-scale filters. To better understand the difference between joint learning and separate learning in terms of multiscale filter construction and its impact on classification performance, we designed the comparison between Multi-Scale-CSCSPM and PSEUDO-MultiScale-CSCSPM, where the only difference is that the multi-scale filters in Multi-Scale-CSCSPM were jointly learnt through MSCSC, while the multi-scale filters in PSEUDO-Multi-Scale-CSCSPM were separately learnt at each scale via CSC and concatenated afterwards. Fig. 1a shows some examples of multiscale filters jointly/separately learnt from each individual spectrum. It is clear that, through joint learning via MSCSC, the filters at smaller scale (i.e., 13 Â 13) mainly captures lower-level features (e.g., edges), while the filters at larger scale (i.e., 27 Â 27) are more responsible for higher-level features (e.g., complex pattern in extracellular matrix). However, filters learnt separately via CSC do not have such scale-specificity, and present a mixture of both lowlevel and high-level features at both scales, which might lead to feature redundancy across scales. The difference in scale-specificity becomes more distinct for filters learnt from extracellular matrix, since compared with nuclear chromatin, extracellular matrix sees much more complex patterns, which CSC fails to capture. As a result (shown in  Tables 2 and 3) , Multi-Scale-CSCSPM outperforms PSEUDO-Multi-Scale-CSCSPM on both datasets. And we suggest that MSCSC intrinsically allows trainable collaboration of filters across different scales, which potentially leads to filters with improved scale-specificity, and as a result, less feature redundancy across scales. 2) Multi-Scale filters versus single scale filters. Biological events often express themselves at different scales due to the inherent heterogeneity (e.g., cell type, cell state and the micro-environment). Therefore, the capability to capture and characterize biological events at different scales is very much demanded. For fair comparison, in our experiments, Multi-Scale-CSCSPM, PSEUDO-Multi-Scale-CSCSPM and MCSCSPM were configured to learn the same number of filters, which are 300 and 600 filters for GBM and KIRC datasets, respectively. Experimental results, as summarized in Tables 2 and 3 , show that, for both GBM and KIRC datasets, Multi-Scale-CSCSPM outperforms PSEUDOMulti-Scale-CSCSPM and yields the best performance. However, PSEUDO-Multi-Scale-CSCSPM only outperforms MCSCSPM on GBM; while becomes less favorable compared to MCSCSPM on KIRC. These observations suggest that, a) Classification system built on multi-scale filters learnt via MSCSC is more preferable compared to the one built on filters at single scale; b) Joint multi-scale filter learning (MSCSC) ensures the scale-specificity of filters, and thereafter the consistency of performance for system (i.e., Multi-Scale-CSCSPM) built upon features extracted via such filters. c) The inconsistency of classification system (PSEUDO-Multi-Scale-CSCSPM), built on PSEUDO-multi-scale filters, attributes to the lack of scale-specificity of such filters, which can potentially leads to feature redundancy across scales, and as a result, less favorable performance even The input tissue image was decomposed into two spectra corresponding to the nuclear chromatin and the extracellular matrix respectively [26 
The input tissue image was decomposed into two spectra corresponding to the nuclear chromatin and the extracellular matrix respectively [ [29] , Multi-Scale-CSCSPM consistently achieves better performance over two distinct tumor types, with significantly less number of filters (i.e., 300 versus 1,024 on GBM; and 600 versus 1,024 on KIRC). These advantages, we suggest, are results of i) scale specificity enforced by the proposed multi-scale filter learning strategy; and ii) convolutional filter learning, which, compared to patch-based learning, leads to much more compact filter bank that are translationinvariant. Tables 2 and 3 , indicate that the proposed system, Multi-Scale-CSCSPM, is superior to the system built upon biological meaningful prior knowledge (i.e., SMLSPM [28] ), without imposing additional requirements (e.g., nuclei are segmentable), which is a better alternative for analyzing large cohorts of distinct tumor types with substantial technical variations and biological heterogeneities.
Experimental Revisit
1) Color Decomposition: to investigate the benefit of color decomposition in the proposed tissue histology classification pipeline, we have further evaluated Multi-Scale-CSCSPM with two more variations: MultiScale-CSCSPM-RGB and Multi-Scale-CSCSPM-Gray. For Multi-Scale-CSCSPM-RGB, convolutional filter banks were learned from / applied to R, G, and B channels separately, where the number of filters were set to be 50 and 100 per channel per scale for GBM and KIRC, respectively. For Multi-Scale-CSCSPM-Gray, convolutional filter banks were learned from / applied to the grayscale image, where the number of filters were set to be 150 and 300 per scale for GBM and KIRC, respectively. The number of filters were set to ensure the comparability among the variations, and all other experimental setup remains the same as for Multi-Scale-CSCSPM. The best performances on GBM and KIRC datasets with 160 training images and 280 training images per category, respectively, were illustrated in Fig. 4 . It is clear that color decomposition is beneficial to tissue histology classification, which is due to the capturing of biological-component-specific information and, therefore, improve the classification performance [25] . 2) Max-pooling: to investigate the benefit of maxpooling in the proposed tissue histology classification pipeline, we have further evaluated Multi-Scale-CSCSPM with two more variations: Multi-Scale-CSCSPM-MeanPooling and Multi-Scale-CSCSPMNoPooling. All other experimental setup remains the same as for Multi-Scale-CSCSPM, and the best performances on GBM and KIRC datasets with 160 training images and 280 training images per category, respectively, were illustrated in Fig. 5 . It is clear that max-pooling strategy outperforms the other options, probably due to its robustness to local translations. 3) Absolute value rectification: to investigate the benefit of absolute value rectification in the tissue histology classification pipeline, we have further evaluated Multi-Scale-CSCSPM without absolute value rectification: Multi-Scale-CSCSPM-noAbs. All other experimental setup remains the same as for Multi-Scale-CSCSPM, and the best performances on GBM and KIRC datasets with 160 training images and 280 training images per category, respectively, were illustrated in Fig. 6 . It is clear that absolute value rectification is desirable for the task of tissue histology classification.
Further Comparison with Other Related Work
Existing multi-scale computer vision applications typically concatenate filters from multiple learning layers for multiscale feature extraction, or use hierarchical pooling to construct the multi-scale features based on single scale filter responses. For the comparison with the former case, MultiScale PSD 2 SPM was implemented with filters concatenated from both the first and the second layers; and for the comparison with the later case, Yang's model [36] was adopted with implementation based on multi-spectral single-scale (27Â27) filters, for fair comparison, followed by 3 max-pooling layers in hierarchy (in our experiments, mean-pooling results in $5 percent performance drop for both datasets).
Furthermore, it is also very interesting to compare with the Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) [3] , [4] due to its demonstrated success in many different computer vision applications [5] , [6] , [7] , [37] . Here, we adopted AlexNet [11] and VGGNet [38] , which are two of the most successful deep convolutional neural network architectures. During evaluation, we followed the suggestions in [39] with different level of transfer learning settings on both GBM and KIRC datasets using aggressive data augmentation strategies (e.g., flipping, rotation and changing of illumination), among which, we found that the direct application of the pre-train networks (bvlc_alexnet [40] and VGG_ILSVRC_19_layers [38] ) produced the best performance. Specifically, for both AlexNet and VGGNet, features were extracted on 224Â224 patches with step-size (45) followed by SPM as used for all other approaches.
The best performances on GBM and KIRC datasets were reported with 160 and 280 training images per category, respectively, as shown in Fig. 7 . It is clear that our proposed method outperforms the pre-trained AlextNet on both GBM and KIRC datasets, while produces highly competitive results compared with the pre-trained VGGNet, where, specifically, it outperforms the pre-trained VGGNet on GBM dataset and underperforms the pre-trained VGGNet on KIRC dataset. The experimental results suggest that the pretrained deep neural networks from natural domain (e.g., from ImageNet [41] ) encode sharable information that is potentially applicable to biomedical domains. Furthermore, given the significant smaller model structure and the unique unsupervised learning capability of the proposed work, compared with deep neural networks, our proposed work provides a highly competitive solution for the learning and application of sharable information with improved computational efficiency and reduced label dependency, which is especially beneficial and desirable to biomedical domains.
Further Evaluation of MSCSC on Classification of Breast Cancer Subtypes
As a further validation, we have also applied the classification pipeline (MultiScale-CSCSPM) for the classification of subtypes in breast cancer. The dataset for evaluation contains 3 classes: DCIS model, ERBB2+, and Triple Negative, which were collected from 22 breast cancer cell line, and scanned by phase contrast microscope with a 10X objective. Examples can be found in Fig. 8 . The number of images per category are 36, 40 and 40, respectively. Most images are 1; 024 Â 768 pixels. In this experiment, we trained 18 images per category and tested on the remaining images, with fixed dictionary size: 1,024. All experimental protocols and parameter settings were identical to those described in Section 4.1.3, except that no color decomposition was involved (gray-scale image). The final results (see Fig. 9 ) show superior performance of our approach, which confirms the effectiveness and applicability of the proposed multi-scale convolutional sparse coding model to various different tasks.
EVALUATION OF TRANSFER LEARNING CAPABILITY OF MSCSC
The multi-scale joint learning characteristics of MSCSC as well as its capability in capturing scale-specific patterns not only help improve the performances of various regular classification tasks as demonstrated in Section 3, but also provide an unsupervised solution for (I) learning sharable knowledge from a base dataset; and (II) applying/fine-tuning the base knowledge towards the target datasets. This section provides perceptual validation of the sharable knowledge derived by MSCSC across domains, followed by extensive evaluation and discussion on the perceptual insights.
Perceptual Evaluation
As a perceptual evaluation, we visualized the multi-scale filter banks jointly learned by MSCSC from different domains in Fig. 10 , which indicates that: (I) filter banks with smaller scale(s) always capture general features regardless of the training domain; (II) the specificity of features captured by filter banks with larger scale(s) trained on various domains, is an increasing function with respect to the dissimilarity among domains; and (III) interestingly, the generality of knowledge, captured by the filter banks with larger scale(s) of MSCSC within different cancerrelated domains, still maintains to a large degree, which suggests that the adaptive/transferable knowledge in cancer-related domain(s) is derivable through MSCSC in an unsupervised fashion. These insights are further justified quantitatively as follows.
Quantitative Evaluation of Sharable Knowledge
Across Tumor Types in Tissue Histology from Human Patients Fig. 10 suggests that features learned from histology domain are transferable/sharable across tumor types from human patients. As a quantitative evaluation, we directly applied (I) the pre-trained model from GBM to the classification task in KIRC dataset; and (II) the pre-trained model from KIRC dataset to to the classification task in GBM dataset. All the experimental protocols were identical to the ones described in Section 4.1, and the best performances on GBM and KIRC datasets with 160 training images and 280 training images per category, respectively, were shown in Fig. 11 .
Quantitative Evaluation of Sharable Knowledge from Human to Mouse in Tissue Histology
In this experiment, we were interested to know whether MSCSC trained on human tissue histology can capture sharable information which is applicable to animal models. Specifically, we directly utilized the MSCSC (pre-trained on GBM dataset) for the differentiation of mouse breast tumor morphology between radiation-induced cancer and spontaneous cancer. The dataset contains 2 classes: Sham (control) and LDIR (low dose ionizing radiation at 10 cGy), which were curated from a cohort that was generated for the study of the genetic control of stromal mediation of mammary tumor susceptibility to LDIR [42] . Each category contained 200 images, which were scanned by light microscope with a 40X objective and a fixed size of 2,048Â1,536 pixels. During evaluation, we randomly selected 100 images per category for training and tested on the remaining images with 10 iterations and fixed dictionary size: 1,024. All experimental protocols and parameter settings were identical to those described in Section 4.1.3. The final results, as the mean and standard deviation of the classification rates, was illustrated in Fig. 12 .
Fine-Tuning Pre-Trained Model from GBM Towards Breast Cancer Subtype Classification
With the increase of domain difference, an urgent need is to fine tune the pre-trained model towards new tasks, which can be easily achieved by fixing the first few filter banks with smaller scales and re-training the rest (filter banks with larger scales) due to the multi-scale joint learning characteristics of MSCSC. As a further justification, we applied the pre-trained model from GBM dataset (see Section 4.1) to the task of Breast Cancer Subtype Classification (see Section 4.2) with different levels of knowledge transfer and tuning settings, and the corresponding performance was illustrated in Fig. 13 .
Discussion
Our experimental evaluations above suggest that,
1) The pre-trained multi-scale filter banks by MSCSC may capture sharable knowledge/information across domains, and therefore may be directly applicable to related domain(s). As demonstrated in Fig. 10 , filter banks at each individual scale all capture similar patterns across different cancer domains, which can serve as the sharable information for tasks across those domains. This insight was further confirmed by the quantitative evaluation of (I) the direct application of pre-trained model from GBM to the tasks in KIRC, Breast Cancer dataset and mouse LDIR dataset, as shown in Figs. 11, 12, and 13, respectively; and (II) the direct application of pre-trained model from KIRC to the task in GBM dataset, as shown in Fig. 11 ; 2) The pre-trained multi-scale filter banks by MSCSC can be fine-tuned effectively towards the target dataset in an unsupervised fashion, which is performed by fixing the pre-trained filter bank(s) at smaller scale (s) while re-training the rest (filter bank(s) at larger scale(s)). As shown in Fig. 13 , the partially-tuned filter banks pre-trained from GBM dataset (GBMTransferMultiscale-CSCSPM-ft2nd) saw a steady increase of performance on the classification of breast cancer subtypes along filter learning iterations, and both the entirely-tuned filter banks (GBMTransfer-Multiscale-CSCSPM-ft1st2nd) and the filter banks learned directly from breast cancer dataset (Multiscale-CSCSPM) experienced the decrease of performance along filter learning iterations. All the phenomenons are suggested to be tightly related to the scale of target dataset (breast cancer dataset), which, in our case, is significantly smaller compared to the based dataset (GBM dataset). 11 . Evaluation of sharable knowledge derived by MSCSC in the tissue histology domain, where KIRCTransfer-MultiScale-CSCSPM is the direct application of pre-trained model from KIRC to GBM dataset during feature extraction, and GBMTransfer-MultiScale-CSCSPM is the direct application of pre-trained model from GBM to KIRC dataset during feature extraction. It is clear that the information derived by MSCSC independently from GBM and KIRC datasets are directly transferable to each other, which further confirms the insight indicated in Fig. 10 .
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a Multi-Scale Convolutional Sparse Coding model for unsupervised joint learning of filters at multi-scales with trainable collaboration among them, which, compared to CSC, leads to filters with improved scale-specificity and, subsequently, features with reduced redundancy across scales. Furthermore, such an joint learning strategy also provides an unsupervised solution for transfer learning, which is extremely helpful when the scale of labeled data is very limited. Experimental results, in various biomedical domains, demonstrate the effectiveness of MSCSC on both regular classification tasks as well as its capability in learning sharable base knowledge and fine-tuning it towards new tasks. Our future work will focus on (I) applying the sharable information learned from GBM/KIRC dataset to a large cohort of tissue histology sections for tumor grading and the association with clinical outcome; and (II) further validating the MSCSC algorithm on various tasks on natural image datasets.
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